Magnetic resonance imaging features of complications following hip replacement: A pictorial review
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Abstract

Hip replacement surgery helps millions of people worldwide walk painlessly each year. With increasing life spans and decreased clinical threshold for surgery, this number will continue to rise. With the increase in the number of surgeries and the longevity of implants, the need for early and prompt diagnosis of complications is also rising. This essay underlines the fact that magnetic resonance imaging on a 1.5T scanner with specialized metal artefact reduction sequences is a viable technique to image the post-arthroplasty hip and has vast potential in the prompt and early diagnosis of complications in these patients.
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Introduction

Total hip arthroplasty (THR) involves either total replacement of the femoral head as well as neck and the acetabulum by separate prostheses [Figure 1] or a surface replacement or a “double cup” resurfacing arthroplasty [Figure 2] where only resurfacing of the femoral and the acetabular articular surfaces with metal cups is done.

The type of replacement is further classified on the basis of the material of the prosthesis (e.g., metal vs. ceramic), articulating surfaces (metal on polythelene vs. metal on metal vs. ceramic on polythelene), and the technique used for fixation (cement vs cementless).

The various complications following arthroplasty include aseptic loosening, particle disease (osteolysis), infection, component wear, dislocation, fracture, heterotopic ossification, metal-induced reactive mass, abductor muscle tear, iliopsoas impingement and muscle atrophy.

The first investigation in evaluating a post-arthroplasty hip is usually plain radiographs, and although they are helpful in picking up fractures, dislocations, and heterotopic ossification, soft tissue pathologies are often overlooked. Nuclear imaging techniques including triple phase bone scans and gallium scans also have an important role in evaluating painful hip arthroplasties, especially because of the lack of artefacts; however, they have limitations due to the lack of anatomic delineation of the pathology.[1]

Cross-sectional imaging in post-arthroplasty hips has always been a challenge because of the susceptibility...
artefacts on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [Figure 3] and beam hardening on computed tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET)/CT scan, which prevents accurate evaluation of regions of interest near the implants.\textsuperscript{[2,3]} Although PET/CT scan provides both functional and anatomic details and can diagnose a problem with high sensitivity,\textsuperscript{[1]} it lacks specificity in differentiating periprosthetic infection from loosening or inflammation. Dual energy CT scanners with metal artefact reduction sequences (MARS) protocols reduce artefact considerably and in the future may likely be a viable alternative to MRI.

Lately, with the advent of MARS and newer instrumentation, the challenge of susceptibility artefacts due to metal implants has largely been overcome.\textsuperscript{[4,5]} [Figure 4]. Through this article, we intend to provide an insight into the MRI features of various associated complications.

**Learning objectives**

1. To review the imaging appearances of the common complications post-hip replacement with emphasis on MRI features
2. To differentiate complications from normal post-arthroplasty appearances
3. To understand the parameter modifications required in overcoming susceptibility artefacts on MRI.

**Magnetic resonance evaluation of post-arthroplasty hips**

This essay is based on the review of MRI findings of 136 patients with 181 replaced hips. The duration of replacement ranged from 6 months to 5.5 years. Of the 181 hips, 110 had total hip replacement (THR) and 71 had resurfacing.

All MRI studies were performed on a 1.5T scanner (Sonata, Siemens, Germany).

Our standard protocol is as follows:

- Both hips are scanned together in a six-channel body coil
- All subjects undergo MRI using standard clinical protocols optimized to minimize metallic susceptibility artefact
- The protocol includes short TI inversion recovery-echo planar, T1-weighted (T1W) and T2-weighted (T2W) coronal, T1W and T2W axial, and T2W sagittal sequences
- Fast spin-echo T1W and T2W images are obtained in the coronal, axial, and sagittal planes with the frequency encoding direction oriented away from the tissues of interest
- The parameters are as follows: TR range, 400–4000 ms; TE range, 8–102 ms; bandwidth 600–751; FOV, 300–400 mm; number of signals acquired, 2; acquisition matrix, 256–320 (frequency) × 75–80 (phase); and slice thickness, 4 mm. A fast inversion recovery sequence was performed in the coronal plane using the following parameters: TR/TE, 4480/49; inversion time, 130 ms; bandwidth, 407; FOV, 300–350 mm; number of signals acquired, 2; acquisition matrix, 256 (frequency) × 100 (phase); and slice thickness, 4 mm
- The average acquisition time is 2–4 min for each imaging plane with a total acquisition time of approximately 25–30 min.

The following abnormalities are seen: Periprosthetic osteolysis (18), loosening (3), periprosthetic soft tissue mass (80), muscle atrophy—gluteal maximus (10), gluteal minimus and medius (25), piriformis (41) iliopsoas (39), muscle edema (1), muscle/tendon tear (2), lymphadenopathy (12).

**Imaging Appearance of Various Complications**

Periprosthetic soft tissue [Figure 5] is defined as abnormal fluid/intermediate-to-low signal intensity
Lesion adjacent to the prosthesis on T1W and T2W images. The low signal on T2-weighted images reflects metal deposition\(^6,7\) [Figure 5]. This was found in 80 hips. These are reactive masses also known as pseudotumors\(^6,7\) and have been labelled histologically “aseptic lymphocyte-dominated vascular-associated lesions.”\(^6\) The proposed pathophysiology behind formation of these masses/fluid collections include elements of delayed hypersensitivity reactions as well as direct toxic effects of metal ions.

Female sex, small prosthetic cup size, and poor positioning of the components are factors that possibly increase the risk of developing these reactive masses.\(^8-10\)

Sometimes high T1 signal intensity is also seen and this may also reflect metal deposition,\(^6,7\) even though hemorrhage may also present similarly. A peripheral T1 hyperintense rim may be indicative of infection.\(^11,12\) Sometimes, there is
a dilemma in distinguishing juxtaarticular abscesses from reactive masses, especially in symptomatic patients, and diagnostic confidence can be achieved only by biopsy/aspiration and analysis of the material.

The periprosthetic soft tissues are classified into three types based on MRI findings: Type 1 [Figure 6], cystic masses with wall <3 mm; type 2 [Figure 7], cystic masses with wall >3 mm but less than the diameter of the cystic component; and type 3 [Figures 8 and 9], predominantly solid masses.[13] The size of the mass and its relationship to surrounding structures is meticulously defined. Careful inspection for communication of collection with joint is done to avoid erroneously labelling a thickened non-communicating trochanteric bursa as a “reactive mass.” [Figure 10].[8]
These periprosthetic masses have been recognized as a major cause of revision, which is required in patients with troublesome symptoms or larger lesions. Correct management of patients with smaller lesions and minor symptoms is still uncertain because it is not known whether these lesions are likely to progress.\(^\text{[6]}\)

Osteolysis is denoted as intermediate-signal-intensity marrow replacement of the hyperintense fatty marrow.
The presence, location (acetabular, femur or both), as well as size are recorded. The pathophysiology behind this periprosthetic osteolysis is essentially the same as that described for the reactive masses.

A focal well-defined area of osteolysis without the surrounding edema is usually labelled as focal particle disease [Figure 11]. Linear, long segment, fluid signal-intensity marrow replacement of >2 mm width, along the bone prosthesis interface, without significant marrow edema, is suggestive of aseptic loosening of the prosthesis [Figures 12 and 13]. An irregular ill-defined area of osteolysis with narrow edema is usually seen in cases of infection [Figures 14 and 15]. Presence of enlarged lymph nodes adds to the level of confidence.

The differentiation is important as it dictates management because large sized focal particle disease and loosening usually require revision whereas smaller sized particle...
diseases may sometimes be followed-up without any need for immediate revision. Periprosthetic infections may be treated with antibiotics, especially if associated complications such as loosening are not present.

Three patients in whom radiographs were suggestive of periprosthetic osteolysis involving the greater trochanter, were found to have no osteolysis on MR, and thus MR helped in differentiating normal periprosthetic osteopenia that occurs in areas of stress shielding from particle disease [Figures 16 and 17]. Calcar resorption is also sometimes mistaken as pathological osteolysis and absence of marrow edema on MR adds to the diagnostic confidence of this being a normal post-arthroplasty appearance. Stress loading distally may result in cortical thickening and bridging sclerosis at the tip of the prosthesis (called pedestal). Understanding of these normal post-arthroplasty appearances has become important with the increasing use of bone ingrowth prosthesis, which results in more reactive changes in the native bone due to the altered stress distribution.

Lucent zones at the metal-bone interface are also seen in stable noncemented hip arthroplasties because fixation in these cases is usually due to a combination of both bone and fibrous tissue ingrowth and the fibrous tissue may present as a lucent zone at the interface on radiographs, which again can be distinguished on MR by the low signal tissue in cases of fibrous ingrowth vs. high signal soft tissue within the lucent zones in cases of loosening. Stability over
time, however, still remains the most important factor differentiating between the two. The gluteus, piriformis, and iliopsoas muscles are assessed for the presence of atrophy [Figures 18 and 19], defined as loss of volume and the presence of fatty replacement, as well as for the presence of muscle edema [Figure 20], defined as the presence of high signal intensity on inversion recovery images. Gluteal maximus atrophy—moderate-to-severe was appreciated in 10 hips, gluteus medius, and minimus atrophy was seen in 25 hips. 39 of 179 hips had iliopsoas atrophy and 41 had atrophy of the piriformis.

The presence or absence of a tear [Figure 21] is graded as follows: 1, no tear; 2, partial-thickness tear; or 3, full-thickness tear.

The pelvic region is assessed for enlarged lymph nodes [Figure 22] with enlargement being defined as >1 cm in short axis diameter. Lymphadenopathy was reported in 12 patients. Abductor tendon tear was seen in 3 and muscle edema in one hip.

Conclusion

With the ever-increasing number of hip replacements worldwide, the demand for prompt and early diagnosis of post arthroplasty complications has increased as well. Radiographs and nuclear imaging, earlier the mainstays for the evaluation of post arthroplasty hips, have vast limitations especially with respect to the evaluation of soft tissue details, which account for the symptoms in a significant number of patients. MARS MRI is proving to be of immense help in detailed evaluation of these soft tissue complications. Periprosthetic reactive soft tissues, the most common cause of revision and usually not detected on radiographs, are picked up with relatively high sensitivity on MRI even in early stages. The differentiation of periprosthetic osteolysis from osteopenia related to stress shielding is quite straightforward with MRI. MRI also allows early diagnosis of infection way before changes are evident on radiographs and thus allows prompt and early treatment. This essay shows the potential of MARS MRI on a 1.5T scanner in the post-arthroplasty hip.
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